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 F. G. BAILEY

 Closed Social Stratification in India

 I N this paper I discuss closed social stratification, building the
 discussion around the problem of defining the caste system.

 X. The referents of caste.

 I can distinguish four separate referents of 'caste' in India.
 1) Caste as varna. There are four (sometimes five) varna

 (' colour ') in India, and in order of ranking these are, as everyone
 knows, Brahmans or priests, Ksattriyas or warriors, Vaisyas or
 men of commerce, and Sudras who are workmen. These varna
 are not groups but categories. They are not exhaustive, since
 some of the population (e.g. such non-Hindus as Muslims or Tribals,
 and the Untouchables of Hinduism itself) do not fall within the
 four categories.

 The varna system is sociologically relevant as a framework of
 reference for actual systems of stratification. They can serve as
 a prestige indicator in making claims to higher status (i), or as
 a 'metaphor' of actual relations (2).

 2) Caste categories. These are aggregates of persons, usually
 in the same linguistic region, usually with the same traditional
 occupation and sometimes with the same caste name ('caste' here
 anticipates para. 4 below). These are not social strata since, while
 they are exhaustive (they cover the whole population) and exclusive
 (no one can belong to more than one category at the same time),
 they are not unambiguously groups. They are categories made
 up of groups with similar attributes.

 (i) M. N. Srinivas, Religion and Society
 among the Coorgs of South India (Oxford,
 *952), PP- 24 S(J- ai>d 219.

 (2) L. Dumont and D. Pocock, apud
 Contributions to Indian Sociology, II (1958),
 PP. 49-63.
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 FREDERICK G. BAILEY

 Nevertheless, if we think of group and category as two ends
 of a single line, the caste categories are nearer the group pole than
 are the varna. Firstly there is some vague sense of common
 heritage. Secondly there is a form of negative interaction in
 that e.g. Herdsman type x will not marry Herdsman type y.

 The caste categories, I should make clear, are not a reference
 framework developed by Hindu scholars, as are varna categories.
 You should think of them rather as a catchement area from which

 drain recruits for the third referent of caste, the caste association.
 3) Caste associations are groups, exclusive but not exhaustive,

 which have developed roughly since the turn of the century.
 They are not exhaustive in that they have developed unequally,
 being strong in Gujerat, Kerala, and Bengal and less strong else
 where. They function as welfare and improvement associations,
 and—notoriously in Kerala—as political interest-groups.

 The significance of these associations, and in particular whether
 or not they are to be considered castes, will be a main topic in the
 last section of this essay.

 4) Caste as jati. This is the main sociological referent of the
 word 'caste'. In order to expound clearly the principles on which
 it is based, I must be permitted the gross oversimplification of
 ' traditional Indian society '. This society was divided into count
 less small political units, which I shall call 'blocks', because they
 could be arranged and rearranged to make larger units. While
 the larger units were segmentary (in the sense that any feudal
 state is segmentary, in particular in the sense used by Southall) (3),
 the blocks were organic, relatively stable, and relatively indestruct
 ible. Blocks had these characteristics because ritual, political
 and economic systems reinforced one another and to some extent
 coincided, and because kinship links did not cross the boundaries
 of the unit (4).

 Both these facts are aspects of the caste system, and each block
 itself constituted a caste system. The population of each block
 (call it a ' chiefdom ') was divided vertically into villages or larger
 territorial sub-divisions, and horizontally into castes. That is
 to say, each village is horizontally stratified into castes, and each
 caste is dispersed through the villages of the chiefdom.

 The caste system, in this fourth sense, meets all the criteria

 (3) A. Southall, Alur Society (Cam
 bridge, [c. 1953])

 (4) E. Miller, "Caste and Territory in

 Malabar", American Anthropologist, LVI
 (1954).
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 CLOSED SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN INDIA

 suggested by Nadel for the recognition of social stratification (5).
 These groups were exhaustive, since everyone belonged to a caste :
 they were exclusive, since no one belonged to more than one caste.
 Castes were groups, in that members not only had common attributes
 but interacted with one another in a way that they interacted
 with no member of another group. The castes were ranked, and,
 finally, they were organically related so as to form a system.

 Recruitment is by birth into the caste. Everyone, in normal
 circumstances, is born into one or another caste and stays in it for
 life.

 Activities characteristic of the caste system are of three kinds.
 a) Firstly there are those activities which segregate castes from

 one another and define them as distinct groups. Of these there are
 two kinds, firstly those relevant to the chiefdom, and secondly
 those which apply particularly in the village.

 On the wider scene each caste has a set of differential attributes.

 It has a distinct name, it might have distinct beliefs about its
 origin, and it probably will show diacritical elements in ritual,
 particularly in life-crisis rituals. These and other attributes serve
 to mark off one caste from another : they are recognition signs.

 In the field of interaction there is a complete break between
 one caste and another in kinship. All marriages (exceptions to be
 discussed later) are endogamous, and therefore no kinship links
 can be established across caste boundaries. In addition to specific
 links of actual kinship, and to the recognition of potential links,
 one should also mention a general ' sentiment ' of kinship, for it is
 this which underlies recruitment to caste associations, and which
 underwrites the quasi-group characteristics of caste categories.

 In the village the difference of caste is to some extent marked
 by residential segregation, each of the larger castes at least, and
 always the untouchable castes, having their own ward or street.

 The first category of activities, then-, are those concerned with
 segregation and definition : the second concern interdependence
 (i.e. the existence of a system) : and the third concern hierarchy
 (i. e. the nature of that system).

 It should be noted that all those activities in the village which
 indicate the interdependence of castes and which concern the
 hierarchical arrangement of castes, entail the segregation and defini
 tion of castes as separate units.

 b) The interdependence of castes rests on two related and well

 (5) S. F. Nadel, Foundations of Social Anthropology (London, 1953), pp. 174-179.
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 known principles. The first is a division of labour. Both in pro
 fane and ritual activities, there are tasks, socially defined as
 necessities, which can be performed by only one caste. Conversely,
 each group has only a limited range of potential activities. Sec
 ondly, castes form a system because each caste has differential
 access to political power. There is a concentration of force in the
 hands of one caste, and this serves as a sanction on the integrity
 of the system. In passing, this aspect of the caste system has some
 times been neglected in favour of the sweeter aspect of economic
 interdependence, and some implied—and spurious—overtones of
 harmony.

 c) The third aspect of caste activities is hierarchy. This is
 clearly entailed by differential access to political power. It is
 not entailed in the division of labour, since, clearly, one can
 conceive of the interdependence of equal groups : but in fact in
 India specialization of labour is expressed in a hierarchical idiom.

 I have broadly classified caste activities under the heading of
 segregation, interdependence, and hierarchy. It should be clear
 that these are not exclusive, but can be different aspects of the same
 activity. From this one would suspect that perhaps caste can be
 defined in a more economical way, either by recognizing one of
 these activities as fundamental and subordinating the others, or by
 finding that they are all derivations from a single more abstract
 principle.

 This is, of course, a matter of definition and I examine some
 suggested definitions pragmatically, that is in the light of their
 usefulness to an understanding of social stratification in general
 —what social stratification means and what are its necessary
 concomitants. I have left on one side the 'blunderbuss' type of
 cultural definition—the 'fist of ethnographic traits', discussed by
 Leach (6), since what can be said about it is either said or implied
 by my remarks on a more subtle type of cultural definition discussed
 below. I have also left out any consideration of origins. I consider
 three definitions : first one which seizes upon the precise ascription
 of social status and its immutability, which may be called the
 ' rigidity ' type of definition ; second the definition of caste for which
 the criterion is the association of the caste system with a uniquely
 Indian set of religious beliefs (this is the cultural definition referred
 to above) ; and, third, some definitions which find the distinctive

 (6) E. Leach, ed., Aspects of Caste
 in South India, Ceylon and North West

 Pakistan (Cambridge, i960), p. 2.

 no
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 CLOSED SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN INDIA

 criteria in structural arrangements, notably those of Barth and
 Leach (7).

 It is not, of course, necessary that cultural and structural defi
 nitions contradict : they have different referents.

 2. Caste as rigid social stratification.

 Definitions of this kind are simple and staightforward struc
 tural statements linking caste with other forms of social strati
 fication, and differentiating it from them by the degree of social
 mobility permitted. These definitions refer to two facts : (1) that
 rank is ascribed at birth, and (2) that a change of rank (social
 mobility) is difficult or impossible. One may therefore ask
 (a) whether these characteristics are in fact found in the Indian
 caste system, and, secondly (b) whether 'rigidity' is a sufficient
 and useful criterion for the definition of a caste system.

 a) Ascription of rank by birth into an Indian caste means that
 one must be born of parents both of whom belong to the same
 caste, and that there is no other way of becoming a member of a
 caste. Rank ascription at birth does not, of course, entail endog
 amy : the same effect is achieved by an unambiguous descent rule.

 There are various forms of marrying across caste, both institu
 tionalized and irregular, and, at first sight, these might suggest
 that the caste system is not so closed or so rigid as the definition
 suggests. Of the institutionalized exceptions to the rule of endog
 amy the commonest is hypergamy (man high, woman low). But
 in general, where such marriages are across castes and not merely
 between ranked descent groups within a caste (also called hyper
 gamy), an unambiguous rule of descent allots children either to
 the mother's group, e.g. Nayar (8) or the father's groups,
 e.g. Swat (9) or to a third caste, e.g. Nepal (10). Such marriages
 do not become alliances of kin groups cutting across caste lines (11).
 Much the same is true of irregular marriages (e.g. love matches).

 (7) F. Barth, "The system of social
 stratification in Swat, North Pakistan",
 in Leach, op. cit.

 (8) E. Kathleen Gough, "Changing kin
 ship usages in the setting of politics and
 economic change among the Nayars of
 Malabar", Journal of the Royal Anthropo
 logical Institute, LXXXII (195a), Part I,
 p. 72.

 (g) F. Barth, op. cit. p. 132.
 (10) C. von Fürer-Haimendorf, "The

 inter-relations of castes and ethnie groups
 in Nepal", Bulletin of the School of Oriental
 and A frican Studies, XX (1957), p. 247.

 (11) N. Yalman, "The Flexibility of
 Caste Principles in a Kandyan Community",
 in Leach, op. cit. p. 95.

 III
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 The couple usually have at least a partial membership of whichever
 is the lowest of the castes concerned, and their children are accepted
 into that caste. There are examples of children being absorbed
 into the higher caste, but not the spouse. What is done varies
 from region to region and with the social distance between the
 castes of the partners, and with whether it is the man or woman
 who was high-born. No one has attempted to measure the fre
 quency of these marriages. But these questions are not relevant
 here, since in every case, whether it is an institutionalized or an
 irregular breach of the rule of endogamy, there are reasonably
 clear rules for allocating rank to the children. As Yalman says,
 these are exceptions which test the rule (12).

 Caste membership is not only ascribed at birth : it is also
 immutable. No individual can join a caste other than his natal
 one. In so far as institutionalized mobility exists, it pertains to
 groups, not individuals. Here I mention briefly some apparent
 exceptions and ask whether they deny that caste status is immu
 table. Instances which come to mind are women in hypergamous
 marriages ; persons outcasted ; voluntary outcastes ; and those
 who successfully cheat the system. All these may be born in one
 caste and die in another, or at least out of their natal caste. The
 trickster is again the exception that proves the rule, for he gains
 his end not by denying rank qualifications but by dishonestly
 pretending to them. To what extent women in hypergamous
 marriages join higher castes is an empirical question, on which
 there is insufficient evidence to attempt a generalization. In the
 second and third cases—the outcast and the Sannyasi—these are
 not so much mobility through the caste system (i.e. from one rank
 to the next above), but a step out of the system altogether.

 None of these exceptions, real or apparent, seriously invalidate
 the claim that in the Indian caste system status is ascribed by
 birth and that it is expected to be immutable.

 b) But is ' rigidity ' a sufficient and useful criterion to distinguish
 caste from other forms of social stratification ? If one rests the

 distinction on clear rank ascription and absence of inter-strata
 mobility alone, then caste is found also in South Africa and the
 Southern States of America, where black and white form exclusive
 and exhaustive groups, where there is no interjstrata mobility,
 and where the relevant status is unambiguously ascribed at birth.
 Are these, then, also caste systems ?

 (la) Ibid. p. loi.
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 Indianists usually answer with a decided 'no'. It will help
 the enquiry forward later to ask on what grounds they reject this
 comparison, but in the meantime it should be noted that the
 comparison is not formally invalid and can point to useful lines of
 enquiry. For example, having noted that all three examples
 exhibit the same 'rigidity', one notes that in the two non-Indian
 systems there is a clear rank-sign—i.e. skin colour. This connects
 with diversified social relations : given spatial mobility and diver
 sified social relations, some recognizable badge of status is required
 to make a rank system immutable. In turn this leads to the
 proposition that Indian caste, in the absence of clear colour badges
 of rank, will be impaired by spatial mobility and diversification
 of social relations : more concretely, that there is necessarily a
 close-set limit upon the size and complexity of a society organized
 through a caste (jati) system. The minute and pervasive pre
 scriptions about avoidance and permitted intercourse presuppose
 that everyone knows everyone else's antecedents—or at least will
 not have much trouble in finding out about them (13).

 It cannot be argued that the criterion of rigidity is wrong,
 only that it is inadequate. I know that Leach (14) has argued
 that castes are not status-groups but are a ' functional entity with
 a special distinguishing set of cultural characteristics'. This is
 to argue that apples are not fruits, but are to be understood as an
 ingredient in apple-sauce. In other words, Leach's alternatives
 do not exclude one another. The only way to show that a defini
 tion of Indian caste as a closed system of social stratification is
 inaccurate, is to show that the closed groups are not groups, or they
 are not stratified, or they are open. No one has yet done or can
 do this.

 The rigidity characteristic can, however, be criticized on the
 grounds that it is not so much an ultimate criterion, but rather a
 suggestion inviting further analysis. This analysis can proceed
 in two ways : a) either one can say that status ascription at birth
 and status immutability is underwritten by a set of beliefs about
 pollution : or b) one can say that status ascription at birth and
 status immutability are entailed by other structural characteristics,
 whether these are analytic (i.e. entailed in the strict sense, meaning
 included in the definition of birth-ascription and status immuta
 bility) or they are synthetic (i.e. empirically the case—for example

 (i3) McKim Marriott, ed., Village
 India (Chicago, 1955), pp. 190 sq.

 (i4) E. Leach, op. cit. p. 4.

 "3
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 that caste is always associated with a particular kind of economy,
 or never found in societies above a certain population level). It
 should be noted again that one does not have to choose between
 these definitions, in the sense that if one is right the other is wrong :
 (a) concerns culture, (b) concerns structure. To follow one rather
 than the other reflects one's interests or one's training : nothing
 more. To set them up as alternatives makes for disputation but
 not for understanding. I discuss (a) in section 3 and (b) in sec
 tion 4.

 3. Caste defined through religion.

 The argument here is that a caste system is distinguished from
 other sorts of social stratification because it is connected with

 particular religious beliefs. Where these beliefs are held, then
 caste exists : where they are not, social stratification may exist,
 but it is not a caste system.

 This view is held by Dumont and Pocock, from whom I take
 the following quotations :
 [...] in the caste system we have to do pre-eminently with religious ideas connected
 with purity (15).
 [...] the caste system can only be understood when we realise that it is permeated
 by essentially religious conceptions and further that these religious conceptions
 are based upon a social apprehension of the pure and the impure (16).
 [...] in order to understand the distribution of occupations in India we have to go
 to beliefs of a religious nature (17).
 [...] it is above all religious ideas rather than economic values which establish the
 rank of each group (18).

 In order to assess these statements, one must first decide whether
 the authors intend them to be analytic or synthetic. If they are
 analytic, then the predicate is contained within the subject, and
 the statement is in fact an invitation to agree upon pollution beliefs
 as the meaning of the word 'caste'. If they are synthetic then
 subject and predicate are separate elements, hypothetically
 connected into a system. The distinction is important because
 if these are analytic statements to the effect that the caste system
 is a system of religious beliefs about the opposition of pure and

 (15) L. Dumont and D. Pocock, op. cit.
 P- 32

 (16) Ibid. p. 47.

 (17) Ibid. p. 35.
 (18) 1 bid. p. 36.

 ii4
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 impure, then this is an axiom and cannot be proved wrong. The
 most that one can do is to show, on pragmatic grounds, that it is
 useful because it opens up further lines of research, or useless because
 it does not. If the statements are synthetic, on the other hand,
 they put forward an empirically testable connection between, for
 example, purity-impurity beliefs and the 'rank of each group'
 (see last quote above), which implies that relative rank is recog
 nizable by criteria other than purity-impurity beliefs. Such a
 statement is not axiomatic, and can be proved true or untrue.

 Let us treat this fourth quotation as if it were synthetic. Then
 the hypothesis to be tested is that rank is established by a religious
 attribute of purity, and not by control over economic resources. If
 this were true, then it follows that changes in control over economic
 resources can take place without causing changes in rank. But
 this is only partially true : it works for the Brahman and the
 Untouchable : it does not work in the middle ranges of the caste
 system, where a change in wealth is followed by a change in
 rank (19). On the other hand economic power will not explain
 why the Brahman, although impoverished, does not lose ritual
 rank. I return to this dilemma later.

 In fact I think the authors intend all four statements to be

 analytic : that is, for example, "the caste system is a system of
 religious ideas connected with purity". Even the fourth quo
 tation, which on the face of it is synthetic, is later pronounced
 analytic : "The opposition (of pure and impure) is not one of
 simple contraries but implies a hierarchy" (20). That is to say
 purity-impurity includes, as part of its meaning, higher and lower.
 On the same page it is said : "Given the hierarchic superiority
 of purity, opposition and segmentation are also implied". This
 formula working within the field of occupation gives us also the
 theory of, or belief in, hereditary specialization but not of course
 the concrete form which this theory will take in any given situa
 tion". That is to say, in the purity-impurity opposition the three
 principles of the caste system—hereditary specialization, hierarchy,
 opposition of parts—are implied. The purity-impurity formula
 is, then, in the Aristotelian sense of the word, the essence of caste
 beliefs. I can discern no internal contradictions in this formula

 tion, and, providing one is satisfied with the definition that a caste
 system is a system of religious beliefs, the purity-impurity formula

 (i9) F. G. Bailey, Caste and the Eco
 nomic Frontier (Manchester, 1957).

 (2o) L. Dumont and D. Pocock, op. cit.
 P- 43
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 seems to give an elegant and consistent analytical summary of
 those beliefs.

 It might save time if one were to grant at once that the purity
 impurity formula is the definiens of a caste system, and admit
 that caste, so defined, is uniquely Indian. We could then proceed
 by saying that our object of study was a closed system of social
 stratification, which we define as a structure of relationships of
 a specific kind, and not as a system of beliefs or values. What is
 the justification for doing this ?

 J) While it may be granted that the purity-impurity formula
 implies opposition and segmentation and hierarchy, it is not the
 only formula which does so. Barth has shown that a similar struc
 ture of social relations can work when the concept of pollution is
 replaced by the concepts of shame and honour (21). In other
 words, similar structures can be expressed in different cultural
 idioms.

 2) From that point one can either explore the area of difference
 between, to follow the example, Swat stratification and Indian
 stratification, and ask to what extent the different belief systems
 are connected with differences of social relations.

 3) Or we can further break down the system of closed strati
 fication, common to both societies, and see what social relations
 are entailed by or are correlated with the system.

 This is not to say that the definition through religion is wrong.
 It has its uses in that it is precise, and that it is essential in formulat
 ing such problems as (2) above. On the other hand it is a hindrance
 in that it obscures the political and economic tasks performed
 by the Indian system of social stratification (22). It is also danger
 ous in that it has an air of finality and completeness (as any axiom
 has), although in fact a great amount of structural homework on
 caste remains to be done : there is too much of the 'thought-of
 orders' and too little of the 'lived-in orders'. The definition does

 not, of course, prevent one from studying the lived-in orders. I am
 saying only that such an approach leaves a large area of social
 relations unanalysed, and that it is this area which most requires
 analysis in a comparative study of social stratification, and, finally,
 that such a structural analysis can be undertaken with or without
 subscribing to the definition of caste as a system of religious beliefs

 (21) F. Barth, op. cit.
 (22) F. G. Bailey, "For a Sociology of

 India", Contributions to Indian Sociology,
 m (1959)
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 4. Structural definitions of caste.

 For convenience I now revert to the use of the word 'caste'

 to mean 'a system of closed stratification', without prejudice to
 the point of view set out in the previous section. The method
 of presentation will be to take Nadel's criteria of social stratification
 —exclusive and exhaustive groups ranked in a system—and ask
 what structural features need to be present in addition for the
 system to be considered closed.

 1) The recruitment criterion comes at once to mind. A man
 is born into a caste and there is no other way of joining a caste
 (exceptions discussed earlier). The same facts can be stated not
 through recruitement but through activity, or rather through
 negations of activity : e.g. status is immutable ; individual mobility
 is not allowed ; or, kinship relations are restricted within the caste
 (i.e. since all kindred must be traced through the father and mother,
 birth alone, in normal circumstances, is the qualification for caste
 membership : to permit kinship relations outside the caste, some
 second recruitment criterion would be required, differentiating
 some kindred from others).

 I have noted earlier that exclusive and exhaustive groups,
 recruited by birth alone and hierarchically arranged, will apply
 equally to colour-bar societies as to the Indian example, and that
 some further structural refinement may be possible.

 2) Leach, comparing caste with class, suggests that this refine
 ment is to be found in the distribution and nature of economic
 roles. He says that every caste has specific economic rights
 and duties (whereas, he implies, every class does not), and, secondly,
 that in a class system the underprivileged majority compete for
 the favours of an elite minority, while in a caste system the positions
 are reversed, an elite majority competing for the services of a
 minority, who therefore have security.

 The second suggestion can be dismissed. It rests on an assertion
 that the dominant caste is usually a majority (whether this means
 'the largest single caste' or 'larger than the rest put together'
 is not said) and the service and field-labouring castes a minority.
 Empirically this is not always the case in India : e.g. Military Nayars
 were 15 % of the population (23) : and even if it were always true,

 (23) Figures worked out from Gough, op. cit., and Miller, op. cit.

 Ii 7
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 security and competition do not follow from mere relative numbers,
 but from demand for services. More important, since we are
 here talking of the rules of the game, rather than the way the
 game is in fact played, competition of any kind is ruled out by a
 jajmani arrangement or a raja-pro ja arrangement (24), which is the
 negation of a free market and competition.

 3) On the other hand, the suggestion that every caste has specific
 economic rights and duties is useful, for, given that there is a
 mutual adjustment of rights and duties, it would follow that the
 system does not allow for competition between castes.

 The absence of competition between castes is connected with
 the direction of political and economic relationships. All castes
 are corporate groups so far as ritual is concerned. But (again
 stating the rules of the game and not the way it is played nowadays)
 political cleavages (i.e. competitive relationships) are between
 vertical groups, not social strata : co-operative relationships run
 up and down between families in the dominant caste and families
 in the service castes. Only the dominant caste has an autonomous
 political existence, not as a corporate political group, but as field
 for political competition. Certainly no subordinate caste is a
 corporate political group.

 Caste, in other words, is not a principle by which politico
 economic groups are recruited, nor does it organize relations between
 political groups : but it is an organizing principle within such groups.
 It is a form of cooperation, almost, one might say, of administration :
 but it is not a principle of competition. This fact has been clearly
 brought out by, among others, Miller. Beside the recruitement
 criterion, then, here is a negative criterion for a caste system :
 that castes are not corporate political groups.

 Does it follow that the caste system does not have political
 and economic functions ? Clearly not : caste is the means by which
 relations within political groups are organized, but not the means
 of organizing relations between such groups. It allows for co-opera
 tion, but not competition. We might distinguish here between
 caste as 'organic stratification' and class as 'segmentary strati
 fication'. Thus caste in India is 'closed organic stratification' :
 S. Africa is 'closed segmentary stratification' : class in our own
 society is ' open segmentary stratification ' (taking what is no doubt
 a naive view of our own system of social class). I return to this
 distinction later when I discuss caste in modern India in section 5.

 (24) F. G. Bailey, Caste and the Economic Frontier, op. cit.
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 CLOSED SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN INDIA

 4) Barth has argued that one characteristic of caste is summa
 tion of roles (25). I now want to explore the connection between
 this and the 'co-operative' characteristic.

 Barth re stated, in terms of the role of individuals, the positive
 correlation between ritual status and politico-economic status
 found in the middle-ranges of the caste system. After stating the
 recruitment characteristic noted above, he goes on to point out
 that in a caste society there are several status frameworks—eco
 nomic, political, religious : that any person holds roles in all three
 of these : and that such roles are not merely consistent, but also,
 in a sense, become a single role. In this he is following Nadel.
 Such a system is 'involute', which means that A's relation to B
 in the field of politics, economics, religion etc., is always the same,
 e.g. subordination or superiority : but A is never subordinate in
 one system and superior in another. (Others use ' multiplex rela
 tionships' and 'uncomplicated societies' to describe the same
 phenomena.)

 The summation of roles has a clear empirical connection with the
 co-operative element, for, as will be clear later, castes have become
 competing political groups only in so far as political and economic
 roles are not longer clustered and the system is no longer involute.
 This is, of course, a statement of empirical connection in the form
 of a concomitant variation. Can it also be an analytic statement,
 to the effect that it would be impossible to conceive of a caste system
 (defined by birth-only recruitment and co-operative activity)
 without the summation of roles ?

 In the present field of discourse the absence of summation of
 roles would mean e.g. that A was B's political superior and his
 economic dependent, or his religious superior and his political
 dependent, etc. There are, in other words, two or more status
 frameworks to some extent separated from one another.

 In so far as recruitment is by birth only, and there is no second
 refining recruitment criterion, it is impossible to conceive that
 individuals in the group should differ from one another : they must
 all have the same position in the different status frameworks
 (e.g. there can be no Brahman who is not in the top ritual rank).
 But this does not make it impossible to imagine a situation where
 a man can be born to a cluster of status attributes, which com
 prise the top political rank and the second or third ritual rank.
 Therefore birth ascription of status does not in itself entail

 (25) F. Barth, op. cit.
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 FREDERICK G. BAILEY

 summation of roles, and the two must be considered independent.
 Is it possible, then, to conceive that co-operative activity could

 exist without the summation of roles, or vice versa ? That is, could
 there be a system of groups, connected by mutual and complemen
 tary rights and duties, so that the people in group A had e.g. a high
 ritual status and a low political status vis-à-vis group B ? Clearly
 this is possible, so long as the fields in which authority is exercized
 are clearly separated from one another. (In the case of politics
 and economics both concern power over resources in men and
 materials, and I cannot conceive of a system of co-operation where
 there was not also in the last resort summation of roles.) But
 in the field of religion and politics, we cannot say that co-opera
 tion entails the summation of roles. Therefore, as structural
 features defining caste, to birth-ascription and co-operation we
 must add the summation of roles. Caste systems are always
 involute systems.

 We must note, once again, that this does not hold for the Brah
 man, for his roles are not clustered : he has a high ritual status
 and may have a low politico-economic status. This dilemma may
 be resolved by saying that caste refers to ritual status alone, and
 so ignore its organizing role for political groups. Or we may speak
 of tendencies and say that the more involute is a system of closed
 organic stratification, the more inclined we are to call it a caste
 system. The latter seems the more fruitful approach when compar
 ing different systems of social stratification.

 5) In an earlier section, by the route of commonsense, we said
 that caste systems can only exist in small-scale societies, since the
 system depends on ready recognition of status, since there are
 no obvious and immutable recognition signs, and since a man
 therefore needs to carry in his head or to be able to ascertain
 easily the status of the people with whom he is interacting.
 I think the same conclusion would follow from a consideration

 of the nature of an involute system. To say that a system is
 involute is to say that there is no specialization of command :
 the same man, or the same group, hold positions of command in
 all different fields of activity. For this system to work it would
 mean that, by and large, leadership jobs must be simple enough
 for one man to master them all and, indeed, to have time to attend
 to all of them. In other words, involute systems are found only
 in simple societies, or in relatively insulated enclaves of complex
 societies. (Notice that the same is not true of the birth ascription
 criterion or of the co-operation criterion.)

 I20
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 6) To summarize, the following is offered as a structural defini
 tion of a caste system : For a given society to exhibit a caste system
 it must be divided into groups which

 a) are exclusive (no one belongs simultaneously to more than
 one group),

 b) which are exhaustive (everyone belongs to some group), and
 c) which are ranked.
 The above are defining criteria for a system of social stratifi

 cation.

 To define 'caste' we need to say, in addition, groups
 d) which are closed (recruitment is by birth only),
 e) relations between which are organized by summation of

 roles, and
 /) which co-operate and do not compete.
 Finally I have said that all these characteristics are found

 together only in a small-scale society. The reverse, of course, is
 not true, since not all small-scale societies are stratified. Therefore
 small-scale relations are not part of the definition of a caste system,
 but are a condition of the existence of caste-systems.

 5. Caste in modern India.

 A structural definition of this kind clears away some recent
 confusions about caste in modern India. In a review in Man (26)
 Srinivas, after quoting Leach on the point that castes in competition
 with one another are not acting in a caste system, says, "I am at a
 loss to understand why the starting of a labour union, welfare
 society, bank, co-operative society, hotel, hospital or journal on
 the basis of caste should be regarded as evidence of caste disinte
 gration". It can be shown that this must be a dispute about
 the use of words, and not about the reality underlying them.

 In place of countless small, relatively isolated, traditional
 political divisions, there are now emerging a few large political
 arenas, which in this context we can take as the States of the Indian
 Union. Within these States various jatis, which formerly were
 separated by being in different political systems, are now uniting.
 What were formerly caste categories are becoming groups. Barriers
 of endogamy break down, and at the same time the ritual attributes

 (26) Man, LXI (1961), art. 21.
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 which indicate inferior rank are being discarded. All castes now
 tend to aspire to the same ritual standards, and in so far as they
 succeed, ritual usage ceases to have a diacritical significance.

 The change is clearest where caste associations have emerged.
 These associations have three fields of activity, (a) They are
 concerned with ritual respectability. N. K. Bose has suggested
 that when persons of humble caste achieved professional status
 as a lawyer or a Government servant, they found themselves in
 difficulties with colleagues, most of whom belonged to higher castes.
 They thereupon set about Organizing their caste fellows into as
 sociations, which would reform caste behaviour and bring it into
 line with high-caste standards. They refused to acknowledge
 subordination, and in so doing they denied the caste system. They
 did not say that people should no longer be loyal to their caste : but
 they did say that relations between castes should not be what
 they were in traditional India. (b) The associations are also
 concerned with welfare, and education, and finding jobs for their
 members. This is the secular counterpart of (a), (c) Such activity
 involves competition with other castes, so that associations become
 involved in politics. The Nayar Service Society and its Irava
 counterpart are well-known examples. Such activity, I repeat,
 is not characteristic of the older jati : the present associations are
 political groups, recruited along caste lines, and they compete, as
 autonomous political units, with one another.

 This is the way in which the change from a small-scale to a
 large-scale society is affecting the caste system, and it is one reason
 for connecting caste systems with size and complexity.

 To conclude, it seems worth while asking more systematically
 to what extent groups which can still plausibly be called castes,
 operate within a caste system (a) at village level and (b) at State
 level.

 a) Of the structural criteria mentioned those of exclusiveness,
 exhaustiveness, and closed recruitment still hold unambiguously
 in the village. But the remaining criteria do not. (i) There is
 still notionally a ranking system, and it is accepted that there
 should be. But there are many jatis which refuse to acknowledge
 inferior rank. The reason for this is that (ii) the system is no
 longer entirely involute. Broadly speaking, the village provided
 the boundary at which relations turned inwards (pursuing ' involute '
 as a botanical metaphor). Nowadays people have economic and.
 political relationships beyond that boundary. By this route castes
 which are ritually or politically low in the village may become
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 wealthy. In other words there is no longer a summation of ritual,
 political and economic roles of dominance. (Hi) Some castes, for
 merly reckoned low, now refuse the economic obligations and spurn
 the economic privileges which went with low-caste status. They
 do not disavow membership of the group into which they were
 born, but they do claim implicitly that their group may enter
 freely into competition with other castes. In other words, the
 vertical master-client relationships are being severed and horizontal
 political links are being emphasized.

 In brief, social stratification is still present in the village : there
 is still a system of closed recruitment : but the system is now
 tending to be not organic, but segmentary. Castes still exist : but
 they are used as building blocks in a different kind of system.

 b) The same description, on a larger scale, fits the State. There
 is the same ambivalence about rank. Summation of roles has gone,
 the mainspring in the caste associations being the man who combines
 a high politico-economic status with low ritual ranking. Finally
 there is a fiat denial of differential rights and duties, and therefore
 a denial of an organic system and of hierarchy. In this larger sys
 tem recruitment through ascriptive criteria survives and so does
 a sense of moral obligation towards one's caste-fellows, now more
 widely defined.

 Caste associations are not strata in the strict sense, since by no
 means everyone belongs to such an association. But even if they
 were exhaustive, I am still doubtful whether they should be
 considered social strata. By its activities the Nayar Service Society
 is to be reckoned a competing interest-group, to be categorized with
 political parties sooner than with status groups.

 If such groups did become exhaustive, then the resulting society
 would be an example of segmentary stratification. But segmenta
 tion implies competition, and competition implies aspirations
 towards equality, and equality denies stratification. But perhaps
 this is not a real dilemma : so long as the aspirations are not uni
 versally achieved, then it remains sensible to conceive of social
 strata competing with one another.

 In conclusion, while we may call the new caste associations (or
 the more amorphous caste categories) ' castes ' in a loose way, they
 are certainly not operating in a caste system. There is a case,
 if not in popular usage at least in social analysis, for finding a more
 neutral English referent for these modern 'castes'.
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 *
 * *

 As a postscript, this essay shows two enormous gaps in our
 knowledge of Indian society. In the traditional field we know little
 about the numerical aspects of caste structure : the size-range of
 total systems, for example ; or the relative sizes of dominant and
 specialist castes within one system. Secondly, although caste
 associations have been observed since the beginning of the century,
 I know of no systematic study of the phenomenon in general, and
 of no more than a few descriptions of particular associations*.

 * This paper was given before a meeting of the Association of Social Anthrop
 ologists in March 1961. I am grateful for criticisms received then, and later
 from Prof. C. von Fürer-Haimendorf, Dr Mayer, Prof. Aberle, Dr Leach, Prof. Morris
 Jones and Dr Yalman.
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